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Please be aware the clippings below may require a paid subscription to the listed media outlet to read an article in
full.

Today in luxury:

An interview with Maria Grazia Chiuri, the first woman to helm Dior
In her first year as Creative Director of Dior, Maria Grazia Chiuri has embraced the global feminist zeitgeist head on.
But as we joined her on travels from Tokyo to Calabasas and back to Paris, a more personal motivation came to
light, per i-D.

Click here to read the entire article on i-D

A Birkin Bag in the box is worth a lifetime of debt
Jordan Tabach-Bank, the chief executive of New York Loan Company, picked the location because of its  grand
setting and high level of security. A few floors up from his pawnshop is the Gemological Institute of America, where
gems are rated and future gemologists learn the trade, which explains the Fort Knox level of security, says The New
York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Brands distancing themselves from Louise Linton Instagram post
Valentino has no qualms in denying any ties to Louise Linton after the new wife of Treasury Secretary Steven
Mnuchin posted on Instagram an image of herself exiting a government plane and provided a slew of designer
hashtags, reports WWD.

Click here to read the entire article on WWD

Fiat weighs Maserati, parts spinoffs to boost value
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles is considering options including a plan to spin off the upscale Maserati and Alfa Romeo
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brands as well as its components operations, according to people familiar with the discussions, according to
Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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